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FOX HOLLOW TEAM ASSESSMENT 

February 2017 

Compiled by Barbara Wysock, Area Planner 

The interdisciplinary team considered the comments received during scoping on the proposed 

opportunities in Fox Hollow project area.  Staff also made numerous field visits in January to 

assess the resources.  Review and discussion of the resource conditions led to the following 

recommendations and assessment of alternatives.  We wrote a summary below followed by 

detailed appendices from each resource specialist. 

Recommendation 

There are 560 total acres in the Fox Hollow project area containing 45 acres pine stands and 25 

acres open lands.  That leaves almost 500 acres in hardwood stands. 

The picture below shows an aerial view of the project area between Roads 219 and 220. 

 

Most of the Fox Hollow project area contains highly erosive soils.  Because of the soil types and 

steep slopes, creation of early successional habitat would require extensive mitigations. We 

describe our assessment to date in the appendices. 

Appendix 1-Recreation describes and illustrates seven user-made dispersed campsites 

and the scenery/wildlife viewing opportunities.   

Appendix 2-Environmental Education Describes opportunities for environmental 

education. 
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Appendix 3-Roads describes legal and user-made accesses and explains how these are 

typical of maintenance needed across Land Between the Lakes. 

Appendix 4-Soils and Water explains the limitations with the highly erosive soils in the 

project area.  This appendix expands on the erosion on the roads and user-made 

campsites. 

Appendix 5-Heritage identifies 11 historic sites and no prehistoric sites within and 

adjacent to the Fox Hollow project area. Staff determined 5 forest stands contain 6 sites. 

The cemetery contact for Nolin Cemetery wants to continue to research and restore the 

cemetery with our help. 

Appendix 6-Ecosystem describes the landscape in detail, requirements for early 

successional habitat, and limitations in the project area. 

 Appendix 7-Fire describes the use of fire in the project area. 

Appendix 8-Timber Silviculture describes some of the history of treatments in the project 

area. The appendix briefly explains the work needed in pine stands to create early 

successional habitat.  

Appendix 9 –Maps contains six maps illustrating the project area. 

Map 1: Fox Hollow Pine Stands, Former Old Field-Previously Disturbed Areas, 

and Current Managed Open Lands 

Map 2: Fox Hollow Pine Stands with Land Capability Classes 3e and 7s and 

Current Managed Open Lands 

Map 3: Fox Hollow Wildlife Resources Assessment of Current Habitat 

Conditions 

Map 4: Fox Hollow EA 20% Slope 

Map 5: Fox Hollow EA 35% Slope 

Map 6: Fox Hollow EA Dispersed Campsites 

 

The team recognizes Land Between the Lakes staff and the public invested a lot of work and 

effort on Fox Hollow case study since Fall of 2015.  We all gained from the experience. We 

collaborated and communicated with the public in different ways, leading to lessons learned for 

future projects. When the Forest Service wrote in plain language, we received positive feedback 

from people.  We need to collaborate with the public early, even before requesting comments on 

a proposed action.  We need to learn how to involve people outside the Forest Service in the 

while we are conducting our preliminary assessments before developing a proposed action. It 

will be important in the future to assess the resources at the beginning of a project and not 

request comments on a proposed action prior to initial assessments by resource specialists. 
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The erosion occurring on the lake at the end of road 220 can be managed without an 

environmental assessment by placing boulders to block access to the user-made boat launch.  

The same could be done on the user-made access off Road 382. Maintenance of Roads 219 and 

220 can be completed using the road maintenance categorical exclusion category. 

The creation of early successional habitat between Roads 219 and 220 is not recommended 

because most of the area contains highly erosive soils. See Appendix 4-Soils and Water, 

Appendix 6-Ecosystem, and the maps in Appendix 9 for detailed information. Only 18 acres of 

45 acres of pine in the project area contain soils we could even consider working. Actual acreage 

of early successional habitat would be less than 18 acres to protect heritage resources and water 

quality, and to avoid slopes greater than 20%.  We would need to design extensive mitigations 

due to the acidity of the soil and land capability classes. For example, lime is needed to raise the 

alkalinity to establish vegetation. The small amount of acres we could restore does not benefit 

wildlife very much. Even if we wanted to thin the hardwoods the same issues apply. The maps in 

Appendix 9 illustrate the issues with the amount of area in different land classifications and 

greater than 20% slope. 

The research requested by the Nolin Cemetery descendant/cemetery contact does not require an 

environmental assessment to complete.  The team recommends the Forest Service work with the 

descendant to learn more about the heritage of the area while making improvements to the 

cemetery he requested.  

Modified Proposed Action 

The team understands one objective of the Fox Hollow case study is to complete an 

environmental assessment using collaboration.  We recommend seeking comment on a modified 

proposed action.  We list elements of a modified proposed action below with further description 

in the appendices. Some of the items usually are completed as part of routine work.  We included 

those items in the modified proposed action to be analyzed in an environmental assessment to be 

transparent about our intentions for work in the Fox Hollow area.  

 Close and obliterate Road 382 as the Area Wide Transportation Analysis identified. 

 Block user-made boat launch off Road 220 with boulders. 

 Block user-made access to sites 220A and 220C and beyond 220B.  

 Survey and catalogue all known heritage sites.  

 Identify boundary and reduce hazards in Nolin Cemetery.   

 Cut and leave trees within the right of way of Roads 219 and Road 220 to provide limited 

daylighting of the roads. The right of way is defined as 16 feet from the centerline. 

 Provide environmental education about the project area. 

Proposed Actions Dropped from Detailed Study 

After considering public comments and completing further analysis, the following actions would 

be dropped from detailed study. 

Recreation 
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Reduce localized erosion on Barkley Lake shoreline at the end of Road 220 by hardening the 

user-made ramp or stabilizing the bank. Due to the lake levels changing and flooding, a 

sustainable boat ramp would be expensive.  The Corps of Engineers would need to be a 

cooperating agency on the NEPA. Hardened boat ramps are located nearby at Neville Bay and 

Gatlin Point. 

Adopt user-made accesses and campsites to the system. See the first paragraph under roads 

below. 

Add trail opportunities.  We do not know what trails to eliminate for creation of trails in Fox 

Hollow since we are limited by how many miles we currently maintain. Existing trails located at 

Land Between the Lakes provide similar experiences to what would be found in Fox Hollow. 

Roads 

Add access to user-made dispersed campsites to the Motor Vehicle Use Map.  The user-made 

accesses to dispersed sites 382A, 220A, and 220C and beyond 220B would need improvements 

to be considered official Forest Service roads. Work to maintain the roads would be regular since 

the accesses are in moist or erosive areas. We do not recommend adding these accesses given the 

challenges of keeping the existing roads maintained. There does not appear to be much use of the 

user-made campsites.  The access off Road 382 may be closed using boulders due to the resource 

damage occurring in the riparian area from unauthorized recreation using four-wheelers.   

Maintain access to Nolin Cemetery.  We do not recommend access to Nolin Cemetery other than 

the current walk-in access.  The cemetery contact does not need road access to the cemetery. 

Ecosystem 

Create less than 18 acres of early successional habitat. Further evaluation showed the soils in the 

project area are poor and would require extensive mitigations to convert the forested area to early 

successional habitat.  The soils in the project area have high rutting potential and are acidic. 

Removal of trees would likely create gully erosion. The poor soils and steep slopes in Fox 

Hollow led to our recommendation to drop the proposal to convert the loblolly pine stands to 

native vegetation. 

Reclaim 7 existing ponds.  After field evaluation, we do not recommend we disturb the water 

holes in the project area.  The banks of all but one of the ponds are stable and holding water. We 

observed a dozen green sunfish floating at the surface in one waterhole and amphibian egg 

masses in at least half of the waterholes.  The existing waterholes appear viable. 

Restore canebrakes.  Adequate sunlight is needed for canebrake restoration. This would require 

up to 10 acres tree removal around existing cane populations of about 0.3 acres to restore enough 

canebrake to benefit wildlife and manage efficiently. The nearest cane is about 500 feet from a 

series of wildlife openings maintained in clover. We do not recommend changing the 

management of the opening, therefore we do not recommend expanding the existing canebrake 

in Fox Hollow. 
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Reclaim all old fields. The location and poor soils of these old fields would not lead to feasible 

reclamation. 

Manage non-natives across project area. Although non-natives exist across the project area, there 

is not an imminent need to address them at this time. We currently treat non-native invasive 

species in the open lands in Fox Hollow, as we do in open lands across Land Between the Lakes.  

No fire ants or feral hogs were observed within the project area. Fire ants and feral hogs would 

be treated as part of the overall Land Between the Lakes’ strategy. 

Enhance wood duck habitat.  Creation of wood duck habitat would need to occur along the lake 

and in coordination with the Corps of Engineers and the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency.  

Wood ducks are being managed along the lake in Kentucky by the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife.  

The state of Tennessee does not have a program along Land Between the Lakes shores and the 

Forest Service wildlife staff do not recommend the resources be spent on a wood duck effort in 

Tennessee. 

Establish green tree reservoirs.  Green tree reservoirs could be harmed by flooding and would 

require extensive management in riparian areas with poor soils. 

Introduce fire on the landscape. Potential erosion of the soils and steep slopes limit the use of fire 

across the landscape to open the canopy sufficiently to support early successional habitat. 

Burning small sections of the project area would introduce negative impacts from creation of 

control lines on the poor soils and steep slopes. 

Create buffer zones for eagle nest.  We are required to monitor bald eagle nesting within the 

project area in accordance with the 2007 US Fish and Wildlife Service Post-delisting National 

Bald Eagle Management Guidelines.  The minimum buffer zone required is 330 feet and would 

be expanded if evidence of disturbance of the nest occurred.  
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APPENDIX 1 

RECREATION 

Gary Hawkins 

Existing Condition  

The Fox Hollow Project Area is located between the Woodlands Trace and Lake Barkley 

between Forest Service Roads 219 and 220.  Dispersed recreation activities occur in this area.  

There are no developed recreation areas or designated trails in this project area.  Dispersed 

recreation use consists of hunting, fishing, wildlife viewing, and dispersed lake access 

recreational use.   

Fox Hollow is used by hunters during deer, turkey, and small game season. There is evidence of 

some light equestrian use in the area.  Historically that use is hunters on horses hunting squirrels.   

There is limited fishing use on Fox Hollow mostly at the end of Road 220.   The Army Corps of 

Engineers has a duck blind lease spot on the 359 foot elevation just off the point north of Road 

220.  Hunters who successfully obtain this lease can erect a duck blind and must remove it at the 

end of the season.  Some hunters launch their boats off the end of Road 220 to access the blind.  

Wildlife viewing mostly by vehicle occurs along the Woodlands Trace, Road 220 and 219.  Road 

219 is more popular than Road 220 for wildlife viewing because when combined with Road 218, 

Road 219 is part of a loop road.  There are also numerous open lands found along Road 219.  

Road 220 offers easier vehicle access to Lake Barkley.  

 

Dispersed Camping 

There is evidence of dispersed camping for hunting and water recreation in the Fox Hollow 

Project Area.  There are seven documented user-made dispersed campsites.  Photograph 

documentation of the sites follows the description of each site. Map 6 in Appendix 9 displays the 

location of the dispersed camping sites and user-made accesses. 

Dispersed Site 219 A – This dispersed camp site is located on the south side of Road 219 near 

the access to Lone Pine Cemetery.  This site is a frequently used dispersed campsite.  Access to 

this site is within 75 feet of Road 219.  As with most user-made dispersed sites there is some 

litter and damage to the trees in the site with nails and hack marks.  The site is covered in 

vegetation with no visible erosion.   This site does appear to be located on an old home place 

site. Campers do not impact the heritage of the site. 

Dispersed Campsite 219 A 

N 36 35 6.95 
W 87 55 41.7 
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Dispersed Site 382 A. – this site is located south of Road 382 about .08 mile east from the Road 

382 and 219 intersection. The site is approximately 275 feet south off Road 382.  The access to 

382 A is a native surface, free of rutting with no erosion but subject to flooding.  The site is a 

lightly used site that does not appear to be a campsite but a warming fire for fishing.  There is 

litter in the area but it seems to be mostly debris from the lake.  There is evidence of some people 

using the road to access the mud flats created when Lake Barkley is a winter pool to off road 

these areas.  

Dispersed Campsite 382 A and User-made Access 

N 36 35 666 
W 87 54 888 

 

   
 

Flood  Plain damage near Site 382 A 
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Dispersed Site 382 B. – This dispersed camp site is located on the south side of Road 382 about 

0.15 mile east of the intersection of Roads 382 and 219.  Access to this site is within 75 feet of 

Road 382.  There is some litter and damage to the trees in the site with nails and hack marks.  

The site is covered with native surfacing and slightly sloped.  There is no evidence of any 

significant erosion.  Road 382 is only passable by four wheel drive vehicle in the vicinity of this 

site. The site is a moderately used site.   

Dispersed Campsite 382 B 
 

N 36 35 686 
W 87 54 771 

 

      
 

Dispersed Site 220 A - This dispersed camp site is located on the north side of Road 220 at the 

end of an 800 foot long native surface woods user-made access.  It is a large opening in the forest 

canopy.  The site is clear of any vegetation but does not show evidence of significant recreation 
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use with the only evidence being scattered, expended shotgun shells.  This site may be a parking 

lot for hunters more than a campsite.  This site appears to be on or near an old home place site.  

Camping does not impact the intact elements of the heritage site. The user-made access has some 

rutting along the last 200 feet. 

Dispersed Campsite 220 A 
N 36 35 156 

W 55 113 
 

 
 

Dispersed Site 220 B - This dispersed camp site is located on the north side of Road 220.  

Access to the site is within 75 feet of Road 220.  This site is a low to moderate use site that is 

covered in vegetation and does not show any evidence of erosion. This dispersed site historically 

has been a hunter campsite during deer and turkey season. The user-made access down a steep 

slope beyond site 220B where erosion is occurring.    

Dispersed Campsite 220 B 
N 36 35 156 

W 55 113 
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Dispersed Site 220 C – This dispersed camp site is located north of Road 220 just before the end 

of Road 220.   This was a site that was used in the past and is more than 75 feet off Road 220.  

However the user-made access is highly eroded by water flowing off Road 220.  The site itself 

has been flooded by several past flood events and has not been used in several years.  

Dispersed Campsite 220 C 
N 36 34 979 
W 87 54 698 

 

     
 

Dispersed Site 220 D – This dispersed camp site is a heavily used large site located at the end of 

Road 220.  This site is occupied most of the time from April through October.  There are impacts 

to the site from litter and damage to existing trees.  The site is covered with gravel material or 

some vegetation.  The site is not expanding. There is not significant erosion on the site from 

camping activities.  There is rutting in the site at the end of Road 220 as some have used it to 

access the lake to unload boats, possibly for the Army Corps of Engineer lease duck blind visible 

from Road 220. This rutting could result in a long term erosion problem.  

Dispersed Campsite 220 D 
N 36 34 931 
W 87 54 676 
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Erosion from boat launching near Dispersed Campsite 220  
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Trails 

Fox Hollow lacks a trail network. 

Scenery Management 

There are two important scenic resources in the Fox Hollow Project Area.  The first is the 

Woodlands Trace Scenic Byway which makes up the western boundary.  The vegetation along 

the Trace is made up of patches of contiguous pine or hardwood broken up by the Cumberland 

Electric Easement that borders the Trace.  The land forms slope downward as they go east from 

the Trace making the foreground the most important scenic area along the Trace.   

The second important scenic resource is the view of Fox Hollow from Lake Barkley.  The 

majority of the land forms go upslope as you look to the west.  This makes the foreground and 

middle ground the most important scenic areas from Lake Barkley.  

Road 219 is mostly a bottom slope road that runs east west along Fox Hollow Creek.  The view 

along the road is broken up by frequent fields and other openings to provide opportunity to see a 

variety of vegetative types and wildlife species until the road intersects Roads 218 and 382. 

Road 382 is a short road that borders Lake Barkley to the north.  This road is within a riparian 

area and the road is a difficult road to drive unless the vehicle is four wheel drive.   

Road 220 is mostly a ridge top road that travels east until it drops to Lake Barkley.  The view 

from Road 220 is wooded in either pine or hardwood. Except for one small wildlife opening, 

there is little visual diversity along the road.   

Special Uses 

There is a Cumberland Electric easement that goes south to north across the Fox Hollow Project 

Area. The easement parallels the Woodland Trace Scenic Byway.  

 

No Action Alternative 

The current recreational uses in the Fox Hollow Project Area will continue.  The majority of the 

activity will include hunting, fishing, dispersed camping, and driving for wildlife viewing.  There 

will also continue to be light equestrian use for small game hunting.  

The user-made campsites will continue to have resource impacts related to litter, minor erosion, 

soil compaction, and degradation and possible death of the trees located in the user-made 

campsites.  The campsite located at the end of Road 220 (Dispersed Campsite 220 D) currently 

has some rutting from users launching boats at the end of the road.  If this use continues, this 

could get worse especially given that the area floods frequently. There will be significant erosion 

increase on the user-made boat launch if the road drainage issue on Road 220 just east of the end 

of the road is not addressed.  Water will continue to flow through the site from the road and 

cause increased erosion beyond that created by launching boats. The boat launching will then 

move to another section of the shoreline, thus creating an additional impact area.  
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Two campsites, Dispersed camp sites 220A and 382A, have user-made accesses of 800 feet and 

275 feet respectively. If vehicle traffic continues on this access especially by large four wheel 

drive vehicles in wet weather, the current rutting could become worse and erosion could be 

become greater given the highly erodible classification of the soils or riparian area these user-

made accesses are located on. The user-made launch would soon become unusable.   

Alternatives for Dispersed Campsite 382 A 

This alternative addresses the 275 foot user-made access to the user-made campsite. This access 

is not on the Motor Vehicle Use Map and therefore is an illegal use subject to fine.  

Alternative One – Road 382 is closed and tree, herb and grass growth is allowed to 

progress to revegetate the 275 foot access.   

Alternative Two – The 275 foot access is adopted into the Forest Service Road system 

and the listed in the Motor Vehicle Use Map. 

Alternative Three – The 275 foot access is barricaded with a gate or boulders and tree, 

herb and grass growth is allowed to progress to revegetate the access. As part of the water 

trails initiative, identify the site as a boat-in campsite. 

Alternatives for Dispersed Campsite 220 D 

This alternative addresses the current erosion on the user-made boat launch, 

Alternative One – Close the area currently being used as a boat launch with large 

boulders that would not be impacted by the changes in lake level.  Then the rutting would 

be smoothed out and water bars installed.  The area would be allowed to naturally 

revegetate.   

Alternative Two – Smooth out the ruts and install water bars.  Without a blockage, this 

would require periodic repeat of the activity to keep the rutting to a minimum and to keep 

the expansion of the impact area from expanding.  

Alternative not considered for detailed analysis – the hardening of the user-made ramp 

on Road 220 as a new boat ramp was not considered.  The Forest Plan does not support 

the construction of additional boat ramps.  The amount of the use does not support this as 

well especially given the fact there are two maintained ramps on Lake Barkley within 2 

miles north or south of the bay where Road 220 ends (Neville Bay and Gatlin Point).  

Alternatives for Dispersed Campsite 220 A 

This alternative addresses the 800 foot user-made access to the user-made campsite. This access 

is not on the Motor Vehicle Use Map and therefore is an illegal use subject to fine.  

Alternative One – The 800 foot access is adopted into the Forest Service Road system 

and then listed in the Motor Vehicle Use Map.  The access would then be maintained 

according to its road classification.  
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Alternative Two – The 800 foot access is barricaded with a gate or boulders and tree, 

herb and grass growth is allowed to progress to revegetate the access.   

Alternative for Trails 

The Forest Service could add trails to the Fox Hollow area.  However the entire trail system at 

Land Between the Lakes must be considered when considering any new trails.  Existing trails at 

Land Between the Lakes provide similar experiences to what would be found in Fox Hollow. 

Maintenance of the current trail system requires a commitment of all current trail resources (both 

Forest Service and volunteer) to keep them open and safe to use.  Any initiative to build new 

trails without committed maintenance resources will come at the expense of trails located 

elsewhere.  
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APPENDIX 2 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 

Sharon Waltrip 

Environmental Education for No Action Alternative 

Environmental Education will continue at the day facilities and Brandon Spring, teaching the 

public, school groups and other groups about ecosystems, adaptations, managing for multiple 

species, our dependence upon nature, personal stewardship, and other aspects of natural and 

cultural education.  No special programs will be offered on site at Fox Hollow. 

Environmental Education Alternative for all other Alternatives 

EE Component in the scoping for proposed action, etc. 

We propose to involve the public through learning about and participating in all facets of the 

proposed project. 

Ecosystems present in Fox Hollow to show the public include open lands, wildlife food plots, 

floodplains, oak hickory forest, loblolly pine forest. Steep slopes are throughout the project area. 

There are examples of erosion on the roads and user-made sites. 

Damage caused by user-made accesses to the lake and dispersed sites is apparent. Interested 

public could view restored areas after treatment. 

Multiple historic sites could be interpreted in the Fox Hollow project area. The rich history of the 

Nolin family could be explained. 

At each step in implementation, Environmental Education components are included in the 

planning. An activity sheet is created for a specialist to teach the citizens that come out about that 

step of the project. Some steps to be explained include surveying, marking timber, burning, and 

monitoring. Participants complete a sample at each step. They can then understand the 

complexity and the tools and processes. The press and any interested people will be invited.  

The day environmental education facilities and Brandon Spring will continue teaching the 

public, school groups and other groups about ecosystems, adaptations, managing for multiple 

species, our dependence upon nature, personal stewardship, and other aspects of natural and 

cultural education. 
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APPENDIX 3 

ROADS INVENTORY 

Kevan Paluso 

Existing Condition 

The Fox Hollow Area contains 3 legal roads as illustrated in Appendix 9 Map 6.  Forest Service 

Road 219 originates at Forest Service Road 100 and extends eastward terminating at the Road 

218 and 382 intersection; roughly 1.41 miles. Forest Service Road 382, originates at the Road 

218 and 382 intersection and extends eastward until termination; roughly 0.28 miles. Forest 

Service Road 220, originates at Road 100 and extends eastward until termination; roughly 1.60 

miles. 

The Forest Service maintenance level for roads in the Fox Hollow project area are Level 3 and 

Level 2. 

Maintenance Level 3 – Roads open and maintained for travel by a prudent driver in a 

standard passenger car. User comfort and convenience are not considered priorities. 

Typically low speed, single lane with turnouts, and native or aggregate surfacing. 

Maintenance Level 2 – Roads open for use by high-clearance vehicles. Passenger car 

traffic is discouraged. Traffic is minor administrative, permitted or dispersed recreation. 

Non-traffic generated maintenance is minimal. 

The condition of the roads are typical for 200 and 300 level roads in Land Between the Lakes. 

 Road 219 contains no year-round stream crossings and two seasonal, intermittent, low 

flow crossings. One culvert was destroyed by a high water event and the Forest Service 

installed a temporary culvert.  The temporary culvert will be replaced using Department 

of Transportation emergency repair funds. 

 Road 220 has no year-round stream crossings and no seasonal, intermittent, low flow 

crossings. The last 400 feet experiences modest surface water crossing the road from 

west/southwest to north/northeast. Road 220 is in modestly poor condition approximately 

300 feet before the end of the road. During rain events, water flows over the road from 

the south side ditch to the north side and then downslope northeast about 100 feet to the 

lake. The south side road ditch is badly eroded, the road surface is saturated and made 

irregular, and north of the road, the road fill and landscape is badly eroded for roughly 50 

feet. Downstream there is relocated gravel, silt and mud that originated from the road, 

road ditch and landscape erosion. 

 Road 382 is a commonly rough, level 2 road extending eastward and with a modest 

downhill slope for the first roughly 200 feet; this segment is incised, rough, with slight 

ruts and washes. At the end of this first 200 foot segment there is a seasonal, low water 

flow crossing that, although seasonal by common description, is wet most all year round. 

Flood waters covered areas to the southeast of this low water crossing in the past. The 

low water crossing is the end of the downhill slope from the 219. From this point 
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eastward the road gently rises to a high spot roughly 300 feet east of the low water 

crossing and then gently downslope again until the road termination. Roughly 150 feet 

east of the low water crossing the road itself is a large pool of water roughly 14 feet by 35 

feet in size that does not naturally drain. The last roughly 100 to 150 feet of the road is 

super saturated by surface runoff and possible seeps or springs.  

 

 

User-made accesses to each of the dispersed camp sites lie within the project area.  See the map 

of dispersed sites in Appendix 9 for locations of the user-made accesses.  

 The access to site 220A originates at the Road 220 and extends northward along a ridge 

until termination, roughly 700 feet. There are no year-round stream crossings and no 

seasonal, intermittent, low flow crossings. 

 Site 220B is close to Road 220. Access beyond site 220B originates at Road 220 and 

extends northward until a “Y” intersection then splits and continues until an area of 

eroded ground and downward slope. The combined length is roughly 1,700 feet. There 

are no year-round or intermittent stream crossings. 

 Access to site 220C is more than 75 feet off Road 220 and is highly eroded by water 

flowing off Road 220.  It does not appear this access is being used regularly anymore. 

 The access to site 220D is less than 75 feet from the end of Road 220, contains ruts, and 

terminates at a user-made boat launch on Lake Barkley. 

 The access to site 382A originates at Road 382 and extends southward roughly 250 feet 

in the floodplain until termination at the lake edge. Possible seasonal aquatic habitat 

exists and numerous crawfish chimneys can be observed. There are no year-round stream 

crossings and no seasonal, intermittent, low flow crossings. 

 There is no vehicle access to Nolin Cemetery. 
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Alternatives 

The following table outlines all of the alternatives we considered for roads.  We discuss each 

alternative after the table. 

Matrix of Road Alternatives 

 No Action Modified 

Proposed 

Action 

Dropped from 

detail study 

Road 219 Routine 

maintenance 

Improve 

drainage and 

daylight 

 

Road 382 Routine 

maintenance 

Close and 

obliterate  

 

Road 220 Routine 

maintenance 

Improve 

drainage and 

daylight 

 

User-made 

access to site 

219 A 

 Block access Add to MVUM 

User-made 

access to site 

382 A 

 Block access Add to MVUM 

User-made 

access to site 

220 A 

 Block access Add to MVUM 

User-made 

access beyond 

site 220 B 

 Block access Add to MVUM 

User-made 

access to site 

220 C 

 Block access Add to MVUM 

User-made 

access to site 

220 D 

 Monitor erosion Add to MVUM 

User-made boat 

launch at site 

220 D 

 Block with 

boulders 

Harden boat 

launch 

Access to Nolin 

Cemetery 

 Walk-in only Create cemetery 

vehicle access 

 

 

No Action Alternative 
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Routine maintenance would continue on the three Forest Service roads. We prioritize roads funds 

for all of the road maintenance at Land Between the Lakes based on use, facility access and road 

level. Typical road maintenance for aggregate or native surface roads includes grading, mowing, 

brushing, surface repairs, ditch maintenance, culvert replacement, down limb removal, down tree 

removal, or culvert cleaning. Culverts damaged by storms would be repaired as funds became 

available. 

The temporary culvert on Road 219 would be replaced using emergency repair funds under a 

separate project from the Department of Transportation. 

Road 220 is in modestly poor condition approximately 300 feet before the end of the road. If 

repairs were considered a priority, repairs could be done as part of road maintenance. Repairs 

could include road reshaping, road gravel surfacing, ditch re-establishment, scour repairs, 

installation of two rolling dips, rip rap placement in roadside ditch, and rip rap placement in 

down slope erosion scour. 

Road 382 would continue to deteriorate due to its location in highly saturated soils. 

The user-made accesses to the dispersed campsites would not be added to the Motor Vehicle Use 

Map. Impacts to soils and water from these accesses would continue as described above and also 

in Appendix 4 SOIL AND WATER. 

Modified Proposed Action 

Routine maintenance would continue on Roads 219 and 220 based on prioritization of roads 

funds at Land Between the Lakes. Typical road maintenance for aggregate or native surface 

roads includes grading, mowing, brushing, surface repairs, ditch maintenance, culvert 

replacement, down limb removal, down tree removal, or culvert cleaning. 

The temporary culvert on Road 219 would be replaced using the Department of Transportation 

emergency repair funds. Drainage would be improved. 

Repairs could be done on Road 220 as part of road maintenance if it became a priority. Repairs 

could include road reshaping, road gravel surfacing, ditch re-establishment, scour repairs, 

installation of two rolling dips, rip rap placement in roadside ditch, and rip rap placement in 

down slope erosion scour. Drainage would be improved. 

The wet conditions on Roads 219 and 220 could be addressed by removing trees on the road 

edges to open the canopy to encourage drying. The tree removal would be followed by seeding 

and mulching of the road edges to promote desired grasses. The poor soils would limit the 

amount of tree removal to prevent excessive erosion, as described in Appendix 4 Soils and Water 

and Appendix 7 Ecosystem. 

Road 382 was identified for further consideration in the area 2013 Travel Analysis Report and 

indicated as likely not needed. No Forest Service program needs this road. A gate would be 

installed to close Road 382. Then the road could be eliminated from the landscape or 

downgraded to a Level 1. 
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The user-made accesses to site 220A and 220C and beyond site 220B would be blocked to 

prevent further erosion. Erosion would be monitored on the access to user-made dispersed 

campsite 220D on Road 220. The access off Road 382 may be closed using boulders due to the 

resource damage occurring in the riparian area from unauthorized recreation using four-wheel 

drive vehicles.   

Alternatives dropped from detailed study 

The team dropped hardening of the boat launch at the end of Road 220 because there are 

sufficient legal ramps located near the user-made launch. 

User-made accesses would not be added to the Motor Vehicle Use Map and would be eliminated 

from the landscape. The dispersed campsites do not get enough use to justify additional road 

mileage and maintenance on Land Between the Lakes. The maintenance to maintain three of the 

accesses would be regular since the roads are in moist or erosive areas.  

The access to Nolin Cemetery would not become a vehicle access because the cemetery contact 

informed the heritage staff the access is a walking path. 
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APPENDIX 4 

SOIL AND WATER 

Jackie Franklin 

Proposed Action Alternative 

Areas in Fox Hollow where Loblolly Pine removal is proposed were mostly open fields at one 

time. After the Loblolly Pine is removed the use of herbicides and prescribed fire would be 

needed to control Loblolly seedlings sprouting from seeds remaining in the seed bank.  

Fire would reduce the fuels and would lead to an increase in soil erosion. This is due to low 

intensity fire having little effect on the canopy. Without a reduction in the canopy there would 

little difference in sunlight reaching the forest floor. This would reduce the amount of new 

vegetation growth that limit soil erosion. 

Areas in the project area show signs of gully and rill erosion in the past. This was probably due 

to poor soils and using no conservation practices. The area was also heavily mined for iron ore in 

the late 1800s. If the present vegetation is removed a desired vegetation would need to be 

established rapidly to control erosion. 

Due to the soil types and Land Capability Class (3e and 7s) timber treatments could cause 

damage to the land such as soil erosion, sediment runoff and water quality impacts. Soils in land 

capability class 3e have severe limitations that reduce the choice of plants or require special 

conservation practices, or both. Conservation practices include establishment of permanent 

vegetation, no till planting, cover crops, or planting on the contour to prevent water runoff. The 

subclass “e” refers to land that erodes easily, shallow top soil depth, and steep slopes. Soils in 

land capability class 7s have very severe limitations that make them unsuited to cultivation and 

that restrict their use largely to grazing, forested land, or wildlife cover. The subclass “s” refers 

to major conservation problems such as root zone limitations and low fertility. (LAND 

CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION, Agriculture Handbook No. 210. 

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs142p2_052290.pdf ) 

 

Also, to shape the land to make it possible to plant grasses, forbs or other vegetation stump 

removal would need to be considered. This action would further disturb the area increasing the 

chances of soil resource damage. Sediment runoff would negatively affect the streams in the 

project area. Although the streams are considered intermittent the larger of the two does hold 

water in pool areas several months of the year. Sediment deposition would affect aquatic life in 

these pools. 

Natural Resources Conservation Service Web Soil Survey shows all but 35 acres in the project 

area are very acidic soils (pH of 5 or below).  The project area also has high rutting potential. 

(https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm ) Plant growth and most soil 

processes, including nutrient availability and microbial activity, are favored by a slightly acidic 

to slightly alkaline soil (pH range of 5.5 – 8). Acidic soil, particularly in the subsurface, will also 

restrict root access to water and nutrients. Lime would need to be applied (per soil test by an 

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs142p2_052290.pdf
https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm
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accredited soil testing laboratory) to help with vegetation establishment, driving up the project 

cost. 

Areas of roadside gullies along Roads 219 and 220 would receive erosion control such as ditch 

shaping, installing geotextile fabric and cover with rip rap rock. Road 220 would need a culvert 

or low water crossing installed near the end of the road to prevent the gully from cutting across 

the road. Water bars could also be installed to divert water from the road. These types of erosion 

control measures would be costly and require maintenance.  

Roads 219, 220, and 382 are heavily shaded and are slow to dry following rain events. Measures 

such as directional felling of trees would slow the water runoff along the roads and allow more 

sunlight to reach the road surface. Tree removal (approximately 16 foot) would be followed by 

seeding and mulching of the road edges to promote desired grasses. The poor soils would limit 

the amount of tree removal to prevent excessive erosion. 

The Forest Service temporarily replaced a culvert on Road 219 after a storm washed out the 

culvert.  A properly designed, permanent replacement will occur under a different project.  

Road 382 was identified for further consideration in the area Travel Analysis Report and 

indicated as likely not needed. Closing Road 382 will allow tree, herb and grass growth to 

progress to revegetate the 275 foot access. See APPENDIX 3 ROADS for more discussion about 

Road 382. 

There are seven documented user-made dispersed camp sites in the Fox Hollow project area. 

Dispersed Site 220 A does have some rutting for approximately 200 foot at the end of the user-

made access. Dispersed Site 220 C has an access that is highly eroded and will continue to be 

actively eroding until Road 220 is repaired. See Photo 1. 

 

Photo 1. Dispersed Site 220 C active gully on user-made access. 
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Dispersed Site 220 D has little erosion, however, a user-made boat launch at the site is rutted and 

eroding which will cause water quality issues. Some earthwork would need to be performed to 

level the rutting. Large boulders should be placed at the boat launch to restrict access and let 

vegetation naturally regenerate the area.  See photo 2.  

 

Photo 2. Erosion at user-made boat launch. 

The other dispersed camp sites have little to no erosion problems at this time but, with increased 

use erosion issues could begin, especially on the user-made accesses to the camp sites. Rutting 

and soil compaction on user-made accesses would occur during wet weather. If the accesses 

become too rutted users will widen them creating a larger issue. For more detailed information 

on dispersed camp sites and photographs see Dispersed Camping in APPENDIX 1 

RECREATION. 

Erosion is occurring along the entire project area lakeshore. Lakeshore erosion control measures 

would not be feasible due to raising and lowering of the lake level and wave action. The raising 

and lowering of the lake level and wave action would likely damage or destroy erosion control 

measures which would require continual upkeep. Any lakeshore erosion work performed would 

need to be in coordination with the Corps of Engineers. 

Rivercane establishment is not feasible due to land types and would be very limited in size. 

However, rivercane that is already in the area could be managed to encourage spread. Primary 

management to facilitate rivercane restoration and maintenance would be over-story reduction 

and periodic prescribed fire. For more detailed information on rivercane see APPENDIX 6, 

ECOSYSTEM. (Canebrake establishment and restoration). 

No Action Alternative 

Areas established in loblolly pine would continue to spread. On a field trip on January 31, 2017 

the interdisciplinary team observed gullies but no active erosion in the established loblolly pine 

stand on Road 220. The Tennessee Valley Authority planted the pines to control gully erosion. 
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Aerial photographs from 1963 show these gullies on bare ground as well as in wooded land 

farther downslope. 

The pines and other vegetation with the extensive root systems are holding the soil in place. The 

foliage also acts to buffer the impact of raindrops on the surface. The needle shed on the ground 

acts as a residue cover reducing and/or preventing erosion. With no timber treatments occurring 

there would be no ground disturbance. An acceleration in erosion would not occur. Therefore 

only natural geologic erosion would occur. If the trees and stumps are removed erosion would 

increase dramatically.  

The pine would naturally start to decline but, seed stores in the soil would germinate as more 

sunlight reached the ground from dead or declining pine. This would allow vegetation to 

naturally grow and continue to control soil erosion. However, these areas would be small in size 

and because of the pH levels of the area the most likely plant type would be pine.  

Native rivercane will not be managed within the project area. 

Daylighting of roads would not occur. 

Where roadside gullies exist they would continue to enlarge. The roadside gully near the end of 

Road 220 has begun to cut across the road. This will eventually make the road impassable. The 

gully would continue to produce erosion and sediment runoff. See photo 3. 

 

Photo 3. Gully erosion on Forest Service Road 220 

Forest Service Road (FSR) 382 is approximately 0.3 of a mile long and dead ends at a very wet 

prone area. FSR 382 is only accessible by four wheel drive high clearance vehicles. The road 

tread is incised and eroding. There are also two areas ponding sizeable amounts of water. The 

larger area measures approximately 15 ft. by 40 ft., and at its deepest point over two ft. There is a 

seasonal low water flow crossing that is wet most of the year. Traffic through this seasonal low 

water flow crossing will be affecting aquatic organisms. The dead end is very rutted and allows 
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vehicles access to the shoreline during winter pool stage. This causes soil erosion and sediment 

runoff into the bay which will effect water quality.  

A user-made natural surface (soil) access originates off of Road 382 and ends at winter pool 

stage shoreline of Lake Barkley. Users illegally drive four wheel drive vehicles on this user-

made access to reach the mudflats on the shoreline. This causes soil erosion and sediment runoff 

into the bay, affecting water quality.  

These no action items will come at a cost. As Land Between the Lakes has funds available Roads 

219, 220 and 382 will be maintained. Normal maintenance includes road grading and erosion 

control. 

For more detailed roads information see Appendix 3, ROADS INVENTORY. 

Camp site 220 A and camp site 220 C would continue to degrade making some unusable to 

campers. The user-made boat launch at camp site 220 D would continue to erode. Over time the 

erosion would worsen with sediment delivery directly into the lake. Camp site 220A has a user-

made access 800 feet in length. Dispersed camp site 382 A has an access 275 feet long and is 

subject to flooding. The user-made access is not rutted or eroding. The other camp sites have 

little to no erosion problems at this time but, with continued use erosion issues could begin 

especially on the access accesses to the camp sites. Dispersed camp sites will not be rehabilitated 

under this No Action alternative. See APPENDIX 1 RECREATION for photographs of the 

dispersed sites. 
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APPENDIX 5 

HERITAGE 

Christopher Thornock 

Heritage staff identified 11 historic sites and no prehistoric sites within and adjacent to the Fox 

Hollow project area.  Five forest stands contain 6 sites and areas adjacent to the project contain 5 

sites.  

Fox Hollow Project Heritage Survey 
     

Stand Acres Excavation 

Units 

Site No Hist/Prehist 

1 20 15 LBL-2429 Historic Home/farm 

2 0 0 LBL-2433 Historic Homesite 

3 11 4 LBL-2443 Historic Home/farm 

4 0 0 LBL-3399 Historic Site 

5 5 6 none None 

6 3 4 none None 

7 7 6 none None 

15 0 0 LBL-2430 Historic Home/farm 

15 0 0 Nolin Historic Cemetery 

Adj 0 0 LBL-2444 Historic Homesite 

Adj 0 0 LBL-2445 Historic Homesite 

Adj 0 0 LBL-2447 Historic Homesite 

Adj 0 0 LBL-3142 Historic Homesite 

Adj 0 0 LBL-3393 Historic Site 

 

Proposed Action 

Survey and catalogue all known heritage sites.   

Alternative 1: Survey and catalogue all known heritage sites within the Fox Hollow project area 

and survey previously unsurveyed areas in search of new heritage sites. Heritage sites will need 

to be protected and excluded from negative project impacts. 
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Alternative 2: Modified Proposed Action. Survey and catalogue all known heritage sites within 

the Fox Hollow project area and survey previously unsurveyed areas in search of new heritage 

sites. Heritage sites will need to be protected and excluded from negative project impacts.  

Coordinate with former residents and/or descendants of former residents to help identify and 

research heritage sites.  

Alternative 3: No Action. National historic preservation law requires that projects on federal 

lands that could impact cultural resources include survey. Therefore, the archeologist advises to 

survey the Fox Hollow project area under the no action alternative.  This would identify any 

additional historic and/or prehistoric resources that might be impacted by unforeseen events.  

Proposed Action 

Maintain access and reduce hazards to Nolin Cemetery. 

Note: The Nolin Cemetery sign is not placed in the correct location and spelled incorrectly. The 

cemetery remains are in bad shape with trees down. And the descendant Cemetery Contact has 

asked for help in cemetery restoration and research. There is no road to the cemetery and has not 

been since before TVA acquired the property. 

Alternative 1: Place a new cemetery sign at the correct cemetery location. 

Alternative 2: Modified Proposed Action. Place a new cemetery sign at the correct cemetery 

location. Work with the descendants to clean up the cemetery, map it, and conduct research to 

locate unidentified graves. 

Alternative 3: No Action. The archeologist does not advise implementing the no action 

alternative because the cemetery is in need of maintenance.  The Nolin Cemetery Contact 

requested assistance to protect the cemetery. 
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APPENDIX 6 

ECOSYSTEM 

Elizabeth Raikes 

Ecosystems Background Information: 

The project area is comprised of approximately 45 acres in pine stands, 490 acres in hardwoods, 

and 25 acres in managed open lands. Former “old fields” on approximately 84 acres are 

previously disturbed areas that hardwoods have succeeded and that the Tennessee Valley 

Authority planted loblolly pine. (See Map #1). On this map, the hardwoods are represented by 

the blank space outside of the other defined areas within the project boundary.  

The pine stands selected for management in the proposed alternative occur on Land Capability 

Classes 3e and 7s type soils. The 3e soils can have severe erosion and have limited land 

management use while the 7s soils have severe restrictions for land management activities such 

as forest management and tillage. The pine stands occupy 18 acres of the 3e soil type and 27 

acres of the 7s soil type. (See Map #3). 

Per a site visit to the area on January 26, 2017 by Forest Service wildlife staff, the hardwoods 

that occur on 3e soil types along the ridgetops and extending past the existing pine stands include 

sapling/pole size trees in a mix of >5 inch diameter at breast height tree species. These areas 

were looked at for potential inclusion with the pine stands to create early successional habitat. 

When the Tennessee Valley Authority harvested trees from the ridgetop areas, they allowed 

these areas to revegetate without any further stand improvement treatments to encourage large 

diameter trees and open canopy conditions that support early successional habitat. The ridges 

where the 3e soil types occur average around 185 feet wide. Old road beds are present within 

these ridgetop hardwood stands. (See Photos 1 and 2; Maps 2 and 3). 
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Photos 1 and 2: This is the current forest vegetation on the 3e soil types along the 

ridgetops extending from the pine stands. Top photo is north of the pine stand 

located off of FS Road 220 and bottom photo is east of pine stand along the 

Woodlands Trace. An old road bed occurs on the ridgetop in the bottom photo.  
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Existing early successional habitat includes 16 acres of wildlife plantings, 1.2 acres of riparian 

corridor, 1.2 acres of road rights-of-way, 3.5 acres of old fields, and 3.3 acres of maintained open 

land. See Greenburg, CH et al. (2011) for a description of early successional habitat.  

Non-native invasive plant species known to occur within the project area include but are not 

limited to: loblolly pine, Japanese honeysuckle, serecia lespedeza, fescue, privet, autumn olive, 

and Johnson grass. Field surveys January 20 and 26, 2017. 

There are no known populations of the fire ants or feral hogs within the project area. 

There are a total of 7 waterholes (0.3 acres total) within the project area. The waterholes in Land 

Between the Lakes were created for wildlife use during the time the Tennessee Valley Authority 

managed this area and some for livestock during settlement of Land Between the Rivers. The 

waterholes across Land Between the Lakes are one-tenth acre or less in size and three to four feet 

deep. They are located at about one-half mile intervals and were created in association with open 

forest canopy conditions nearby. All of the waterholes are currently holding water except one 

located along Forest Service Road #220. There are large diameter oak and/or pine trees growing 

around the perimeter of all the waterholes with many trees rooted in the dams of each waterhole. 

Some slight erosion is visible on at least one waterhole dam. We observed about a dozen green 

sunfish floating at the surface in one waterhole and amphibian egg masses in at least half of the 

waterholes. (See Photos #3 and 4 below and Map #3). Field surveys completed on January 20 

and 26, 2017. 
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Photos 3 and 4: This is an example of the tree growth around the perimeter of the 

waterholes in the project area and on the dams (bank in back of top photo and 

trees in dams on bottom photo). Waterhole is located near the Woodlands Trace. 
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River cane occurs within only four sites along the Lake Barkley shoreline and Fox Hollow Bay. 

The total acreage for the canebrakes in the project area is approximately 0.3 acres and it occurs 

primarily in the forest understory. These patches of canebrake are not considered a rare 

community type per the Area Plan. The Area Plan provisions for canebrake management and 

restoration pertain to patches that are generally greater than 0.25 acres. Primary management 

needs for this community type is restoration and maintenance through over-story reduction and 

periodic prescribed fire. (See Photo #5 below and Map #3). Field Survey completed on January 

26, 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The bald eagle is protected by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (Eagle Act) and the 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The MBTA and the Eagle Act protect bald eagles from a 

variety of harmful actions and impacts. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) developed 

these National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines to advise landowners, land managers, and 

others who share public and private lands with bald eagles when and under what circumstances 

the protective provisions of the Eagle Act may apply to their activities. We have one active bald 

eagle nest site within the project area per Forest Service field surveys and monitoring on January 

26, 2017. 

 

Photo #5: River cane – the northern most patch that is located south off of Forest Service 

Road 382 and along the north shore line of Fox Hollow Bay.  
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There are no known Price’s potato bean plants nor potential habitat for this species within the 

project area based upon a field survey January 26, 2017. 

There are no wood duck nest boxes within the project area. One former wood duck nest box post 

exists along the shoreline within approximately 300 feet north of Forest Service Road 220. Field 

survey January 26, 2017. Suitable cavity trees are not plentiful along the Lake Barkley shoreline 

and within the project area for wood duck nesting. There is potential habitat for placement of 

about 4 nest boxes total within three bay areas. Wood duck habitat requirements and nest box 

program management and planning are identified in the following document provided by the 

Natural Resources Conservation Service: 

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1045457.pdf. 

 

ALTERNATIVE 1 – No Action 

Improve early successional habitat to benefit wildlife and plants – 

We will manage early successional habitat for plant diversity and wildlife benefits on 25 acres of 

existing open lands within the project area. This will be done in accordance with the Revised 

Environmental Assessment for the Continued Maintenance of Open Lands (2007).  

We will not be creating any new early successional habitat for plant diversity and wildlife that 

depend upon this type habitat for their life cycle function within the existing hardwood and pine 

forest types. We will continue to provide primarily closed canopy pine and hardwood forest on 

approximately 535 acres.  

Non-native Invasive plant and animal species management –  

We will continue to treat non-native invasive and undesirable plant species with herbicides in the 

currently managed open lands in accordance with Area Plan standards and the Revised 

Environmental Assessment for the Continued Maintenance of Open Lands (2007). No treatment 

of non-native invasive plants will occur within the pine and hardwood forested areas. 

Forest Service staff will continue to monitor wildlife non-native invasive species such as fire ants 

and consider their control/eradication. We will assess fire ant control/eradication in a separate 

Area-wide Environmental Assessment.  

Feral hog populations will continue to be monitored by Forest Service staff and through an 

interagency agreement with USDA APHIS Wildlife Service for their control in Land Between 

the Lakes. 

Reclaim and enhance existing waterholes – 

We will not manage waterholes for wildlife within the project area. 

Canebrake establishment and restoration –  

We will not manage native river cane (canebrakes) within the project area.  

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1045457.pdf
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Bald eagle nest protection –  

We will continue to monitor bald eagle nesting within the project area and across Land Between 

the Lakes in accordance with the 2007 US Fish and Wildlife Service Post-delisting National Bald 

Eagle Management Guidelines.  

Wood duck nest box installment –  

We will not manage wood duck populations with the installation of wood duck boxes along the 

shore of the project area. 

 

ALTERNATIVE 2 - Proposed 

For each alternative management activity, the rationale for no further assessment is provided. 

Improve early successional habitat to benefit wildlife and plants – 

We will manage early successional habitat for plant diversity and wildlife benefits on 25 acres of 

existing open lands within the project area. This will be done in accordance with the Revised 

Environmental Assessment for the Continued Maintenance of Open Lands (2007).  

We propose creating early successional habitat on an additional 45 acres where there is existing 

mature pine forest. (See Map 1). Per our Area Plan, Management indicator species that would 

benefit from this type habitat include species such as the Eastern bluebird, Eastern wild turkey, 

and white-tailed deer.  

 Since 27 acres of the 45 acres in pine stands occur on 7s soil types there would only be 

18 acres remaining to provide early successional habitat. The 27 acres of pine occur on 

highly erosive and rough rill ground conditions making mitigation measures very difficult 

and costly, added to the fact that these soil types are severely restricted for forest 

management practices.  

 The potential for early successional habitat on the 3e soil types is further reduced by the 

existing condition and location of them on the landscape. For instance, there are former 

old home site structures to be protected and some erosion issues within the 3e soil type 

located within the large pine stand along the north side of Forest Service Road 220. 

 What remains for consideration to create early successional habitat would further be 

reduced by the following: the desire to keep the narrow linear patch of pine trees next to 

the powerline along the Woodlands Trace and that a portion of the pine stand on the 3e 

soil type at this location is already kept clear by the utility company; and the pine stands 

on 3e soils adjacent to and south of the existing open lands are too small for 

consideration. There isn’t sufficient pine on the 18 acres to be cost and resource 

management beneficial. (See Photo #4 below). 
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 The hardwood stands on the 3e soils that extend out on the ridgetops from the pine stands 

were considered for management in conjunction with the existing pine stand located off 

of Forest Service Road 220 and the Woodlands Trace. The pine stands that occur off of 

these two roads are extremely limited in size due to the land capability class they occupy. 

The amount of early successional habitat would be limited in the hardwoods due their 

temporal and spatial limitations on the landscape. It would not be worth the effort to thin 

or clear the hardwoods to create early successional habitat. To provide for early 

successional habitat on the ridgetops, additional field access roads would need to be 

created/maintained to new openings. In addition, the amount of scattered trees that would 

remain after a heavy thinning could make it difficult for equipment such as a mower to 

maneuver around to keep the vegetation cut back, especially on the narrower ridgetops. 

There are old home site remnants on some of the ridgetops to be avoided. Soft edges 

along the periphery of the new open land would best provide for a greater amount of 

wildlife benefits. To provide for soft edges (50-100 feet) around the periphery of the new 

opening, hardwood tree removal would need to be considered beyond the ridgetop.  

Prescribed fire would need to be considered on a large scale to promote the greatest 

amount of wildlife habitat diversity and reduce the cost of trying to contain the prescribed 

 

Photo #4: Narrow pine stand along the Woodlands Trace with maintained utility rights-of-way 

on land -capability class 3e soils. 
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fire to just the new openings and their peripheral soft edges. See Appendix 7 Fire for 

more discussion about fire. 

 Overall, there isn’t any pine or hardwood stand on 3e soil types without some issue. Thus 

there would be little to no appreciative wildlife value in creating additional early 

successional habitat within the project area. 

Non-native Invasive plant and animal species management –  

We will continue to treat non-native invasive and undesirable plant species with herbicides in the 

currently managed open lands in accordance with Area Plan standards and the Revised 

Environmental Assessment for the Continued Maintenance of Open Lands (2007).  

In addition to the continued management of the existing open lands, we will treat non-native 

invasive plant species that occur only within the locations where pine stands are proposed for 

removal on 45 acres. The cutting of pine would be followed up with treatment of herbicides to 

control their spread and reseeding into the cut areas. Other non-native invasive species that are 

found to occur prior to and after pine removal would be considered for control/eradication 

mechanically and with the use of herbicides.  

Herbicides proposed for non-native invasive species control/eradication pre- and post- pine 

removal on the 45 acres includes: imazapyr, imazapic, metsulfuron methyl, triclopyr, and 

glyphosate. Different herbicide treatments of pine regeneration and other non-native invasive 

species could occur more than once per year to the same acreage, as needed to control non-native 

invasive species and help promote desirable early successional habitat.  

The result of herbicide treatments, along with the prescribed burns, would be a shift in 

understory species composition from shade intolerant loblolly pine stands to shade intolerant 

grasses and forbs with zero to a few scattered trees and shrubs.  Within days or weeks after an 

herbicide treatment, wilted and brown vegetation would be visible.  These plants would be 

replaced by new plants within the same growing season.  Over time, the prevalence of non-native 

invasive species would decrease throughout the area and there would be a gradual shift toward 

native plant diversity. 

 Control of non-native invasive plant species will be severely limited in scope for the 

project area to just the pine stands where management would occur on 3e soil types. Pine 

stumps would need to be treated with herbicide (e.g. tryclopyr) and/or ground out to help 

provide the soil surface conditions to be able to manage the newly created open land 

mechanically and with herbicides as needed.  

 Over time, herbicide use to control loblolly pine regeneration in the newly created open 

lands is not likely to be cost effective because of the nearby remaining mature pine being 

a constant seed source.  

 Herbicide use to control other non-native invasive and undesirable species may be 

effective for periods of time provided that there isn’t a constant seed/root source for 

repopulation. Mechanical treatments such as mowing and prescribed fire could be used 

on the new open lands to help control non-native invasive and undesirable plant species 

growth. 
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 Overall, whether the treatment to control/eradicate non-native invasive or undesirable 

species is herbicide or mechanical, the acreage that would be available for such treatment 

would be very small (estimated at less than 10 acres). 

Forest Service staff will continue to monitor wildlife non-native invasive species such as fire ants 

and consider their control/eradication. We will be assess fire ant control/eradication in a separate 

Area-wide Environmental Assessment.  

Feral hog populations will continue to be monitored by Forest Service staff and through an 

interagency agreement with USDA APHIS Wildlife Service for their control in Land Between 

the Lakes. 

Reclaim and enhance existing waterholes – 

We will reclaim and enhance seven existing waterholes for wildlife within the project area. 

 There is little that can be done to restore and/or enhance the existing waterholes without a 

considerable amount of work and cost. The trees that are rooted into the dams of the 

waterholes would need to be cut and the extensive roots removed from the dams as much 

as possible. If the roots are left in the dam to decay, the areas where the roots were once 

located will be void and allow for rodents and/or water to infiltrate those spaces and 

cause the dam to leak water. Thus many of the dams would require partial if not entire 

reconstruction to alleviate this problem in the long-term. The trees that occur around the 

perimeter of the waterholes do provide shade/cover benefits for wildlife such as 

amphibians, reptiles, and some small fish species. The shade from the trees also help 

keep the shallow water cool during the summer months. The waterholes may not hold 

much water during hot summer months due to the tree roots potentially absorbing their 

water. 

 None of the waterholes occur exclusively within pine stands proposed for management 

and that are located on land capability class 3e soils.  There is one waterhole that occurs 

within an existing managed open land on this soil type and only small shrubs and 

seedling/sapling trees occur around its perimeter. Five waterholes occur on land 

capability class 3e soils and two occur on 7s soils.  

 There are no federally listed threatened, endangered, and proposed species or Regional 

Forester’s Sensitive species that are dependent upon the existence of the waterholes. 

Canebrake establishment and restoration –  

We will not manage native river cane (canebrakes) within the project area.  

 To increase the patch size of the existing river cane, it will require at a minimum that we 

remove some over-story tree canopy and maintain the area with prescribed fire. Tree 

removal (e.g. timber stand improvement) around the existing populations could benefit 

the river cane and provide it with additional light to grow.  

 The size of the cane brake patch to be managed would need to be sizable enough (10-20 

acres minimum) to benefit wildlife and manage efficiently. Adequate sunlight to the cane 
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would be required to stimulate growth. Prescribed fire is needed to maintain the area on 

the landscape to provide sustainable populations in the long term. Vegetation 

management would need to be monitored to check population growth. Woody species 

competition would need to be controlled.  

 If we don’t reduce the hardwood over-story nor prescribe burn in areas outside of the 

existing open lands and the proposed pine stand removal areas, the existing canebrake 

patches are not likely to increase in size. These canebrakes will continue to provide some 

vegetation structure diversity, cover, and food source for wildlife such as white-tailed 

deer, Eastern wild turkey, squirrels, and skipper butterfly species. 

 We do not recommend transplanting any of the existing cane into the currently managed 

open lands due to the limited amount of cane (0.2 acres in closest patch). Transplanting 

the cane would require additional funds for the cane to be uprooted and transported to the 

open lands.  

 In 2016 the Forest Service in partnership with the National Wild Turkey Federation 

established 11 acres of a clover/wheat mix in the wildlife planting type open lands. This 

type of planting benefits a variety of wildlife species that includes game and non-game 

wildlife species (e.g. deer, turkey, bluebirds, hawks, rabbits, butterflies, and bees). Cane 

is a tall (5-6 foot) warm season grass that can provide great shade and cover for wildlife 

species. However, in contrast to what is currently available within the project area and 

within one half to one mile radius of the existing open lands, there isn’t much open green 

foraging habitat for wildlife to use. The area is primarily hardwood forest. River cane 

doesn’t provide the type and amount of year around foraging opportunities that clover 

can provide due to its growth structure and palatability. Young shoots of cane are good 

browse for the white-tailed deer. Over-grazing of the young shoots can limit cane 

establishment. In this particular area where there isn’t year round green forage, that could 

be problematic in restoring the cane in the open lands. 

 In the short-term (2-5 years) some green forage habitat would be lost in the fields where 

the cane was established. The clover that remains undisturbed by the planting activities 

may come back in the following year (post-cane establishment). This in part, is 

dependent upon how much the soils have been compacted/disturbed by the cane planting 

efforts. The management of the clover (e.g. mowing, liming, and possible herbicide 

needs) over the first two to five years that it takes for the cane to become established, will 

be affected by the need to avoid killing the cane where it was planted. In the long-term, 

once the cane is established, most of the green foraging habitat will be lost due to cane 

shading and its rhizomatous (creeping rootstock) underground competition. 

Bald eagle nest protection –  

We will continue to monitor bald eagle nesting within the project area and across Land Between 

the Lakes in accordance with the 2007 US Fish and Wildlife Service Post-delisting National Bald 

Eagle Management Guidelines.  

Wood duck nest box installment –  
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We don’t recommend further analysis of managing wood duck populations with the installation 

of wood duck boxes within the project area. 

 There are no wood duck nest boxes within the project area. One former wood duck nest 

box post exists along the shoreline within approximately 300 feet north of Forest Service 

Road 220. Field survey January 26, 2017. Suitable cavity trees are not plentiful along the 

Lake Barkley shoreline and within the project area for wood duck nesting. There is 

potential habitat for placement of about 3 nest boxes total within two bay areas near the 

Fox Hollow project. 

 We don’t have a wood duck nest program or a plan for such a program for the Tennessee 

portion of Land Between the Lakes. The scope and size of this program would need to 

take into consideration not only the Fox Hollow bay areas, but all potential bay areas 

located on Land Between the Lakes in Tennessee to be worth the time and commitment 

in cost that this program requires. We would need to develop an agreement with the 

Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency and other partners for such a program to be 

managed and hopefully sustainable. Currently the Kentucky Department of Fish and 

Wildlife Resources maintains and monitors the wood duck boxes on the Kentucky 

portion of Land Between the Lakes in support of a wood duck hunting season in the 

State.  

 

References: 

US Government (2011); Editors: Greenberg, CH, Collins BS, Thompson III FR. Managing 

Forest Ecosystems: Sustaining young forest communities, ecology and management of early 

successional habitats in the Central Hardwoods Region, USA. pp. 3-4. (Springer: 

http://www.springer.com)  

Greenberg et al. (editors) state the following per the definition of early successional habitat: 

 “There is no concise definition of early successional habitats. Early ecological studies 

 and adoption of the term “succession” were based in part on secondary succession of 

 abandoned farm fields (i.e. “oldfield succession”). In the southeastern USA, oldfields are 

 first colonized by “pioneering” grasses and forbs, then gradually by pines or hardwoods, 

 until a closed forest develops. Over time, the term “early successional” has taken a 

 broader meaning, to include recently disturbed forests with absent- or open-canopy and, 

 often, transient, disturbance-adapted or pioneer species (many of them also found in 

 oldfields).” 

In managing habitat for wildlife and plant diversity we use the term habitat as defined by 

Greenberg et al. 2011 and stated below: 

 “Habitat is a set of environmental features that, for terrestrial animal is often equated to a 

 plant community, vegetation association, or cover type”. ‘Early successional habitats’ 

 refer to sets of plant communities, associations, or cover types for multiple wildlife 

 species.” 
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 “Vegetation structure in early successional habitats can range from scattered trees or 

 snags to no canopy cover, or from an open, grass-forb understory to thickets of shrubs 

 and vines. Abandoned farmlands, grassland, shrub-scrub, recently harvested forest, 

 heavily wind-, fire-, or ice-damaged forests, and even ruderal habitats such as roadsides, 

 utility rights-of-ways, and restored coalfields are all early successional habitats.” 

 “Plant composition and micro-physical structure differ considerably among these diverse 

 early successional habitat types. However, all have two structural attributes in common: 

 they have a well-developed ground cover or shrub and young tree component and they do 

 not have a closed, mature tree canopy.” 

 

Loblolly Pine Conversion Research 

http://www.fwrc.msstate.edu/pubs/forestland.pdf 

In established loblolly pine stands you can manage the area for wildlife by thinning to 

30ft2/acre – 60ft2/acre. Increasing the amount of sunlight that reaches the ground and 

increasing the amount of herbaceous growth available for forage, or cover. Maintenance 

of these areas could be through the use of fire on a 2-3 year burn rotation or disking when 

burning is not an option. To control woody growth a selective herbicide would need to be 

applied, like imazapyr. To increase the amount of grassland areas, it would also be good 

to implement small clear-cut openings that are 1-5 acres.  

http://articles.extension.org/pages/68037/using-prescribed-fire-in-loblolly-pine-stands 

Burning in loblolly stands is possible and tree mortality is not very likely during low 

intensity fires. Areas with loblolly pine may be used by wildlife species if managed for it. 

This would include thinning and disturbance from fire/disking. Loblolly that is less than 5 

years old would experience high mortality rates during prescribed burns, this could be 

used to limit regeneration of loblolly and possibly promote regeneration of more fire 

tolerant species. 

 

Wood duck nest box management and Research 

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1045457.pdf 

Wood duck habitat requirements and nest box program management and planning are identified 

in the following document provided by the Natural Resources Conservation Service 

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1045457.pdf. 

 

  

http://www.fwrc.msstate.edu/pubs/forestland.pdf
http://articles.extension.org/pages/68037/using-prescribed-fire-in-loblolly-pine-stands
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1045457.pdf
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1045457.pdf
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APPENDIX 7 

FIRE 

Todd Lerke 

 

Proposed Action Alternative: 

The introduction of fire project wide would reduce fuel accumulation, release nutrients, and 

change the pH in the soil signaling response from the dormant seedbed. However, due to age 

classes present, such low intensity fire would not open the canopy sufficiently to support a 

response that would normally limit soil erosion on a site.   

In consideration of the potential negative impacts given the soils and slope on this site, fire 

would not be recommended in the Hardwoods stand on this site without a significant investment 

of a both a multi-year staged thinning and subsequent multi-year burning regime. 

Introduction of fire exclusively in the old fields would require significant long term commitment 

and investment. Control lines would need to be established and maintained on each field, as 

subsequent multi-year burning regime would be required to control reproduction and infill. Due 

to the potential benefits given the scale, this is not recommended.  

Introduction of fire in the Loblolly stands could be successfully employed to reduce fuels 

associated with timber activities, and subsequent entries would be required to control Loblolly 

Pine reproduction. Using fire to thermal thin the stand would not be viable given the age class 

and heat required to result in rootkill which would negatively impact necessary microbial 

activity. Control lines would need to be established, with careful consideration given to limit 

erosion.  

 

No Action Alternative: 

With fire absent on the landscape, areas established in Hardwoods would remain in the current 

state and continue to decline. Poor health in the mid-story, presence of smaller size classes of 

dead woody material, and the absence of understory grasses and forbs suggests that the closed 

canopy is prohibiting sufficient sunlight to maintain a multi-aged and diverse stand.  

Areas established in Loblolly Pine would continue to spread laterally. As in the Hardwoods 

stand, conditions are not present sufficient to maintain diversity and multi-age classes. Therefore, 

we can expect the stand to become susceptible to a stand scale event (detrimental fire, insects, 

etc.) given the even age class present. 
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APPENDIX 8 

TIMBER/SILVICULTURE 

Yvonne Helton 

Silviculture Background Information 

Fox Hollow is part of a work area the Tennessee Valley Authority managed (Area 54). The 

records indicate the total number of acres treated in Work Area 54 and not Fox Hollow 

specifically. The treated acres are not quantified on the hand drawn maps in the records. 

Approximately 30-40 years ago workers planted loblolly pine in six pine stands for erosion 

control. Some of these pine stands were fields when the Tennessee Valley Authority acquired the 

land. Commercial harvests and thinning occurred in Fox Hollow. No regeneration treatments 

occurred in the area.  

Fox Hollow contains both hardwood and pine forest stands with some mortality. The hardwood 

stands contain oak and hickory with an understory of maples and elms.  

Proposed Action Alternative 

Old Fields/ Previously Disturbed Areas:  

 Reclaiming old fields in the Fox Hollow Project area would involve the removal of 

loblolly pine from areas that were previously fields. These are shown on Map 1 in Appendix 9. 

The removal of the loblolly would be followed possibly by the use of prescribed fire and 

herbicides to remove loblolly seedlings that would begin to grow from the seed bank. Of the 45 

acres of planted loblolly pine, soil limitations would limit harvest to 18 acres.   

No Action Alternative: 

Old Fields/Previously Disturbed Areas: 

 Areas planted in loblolly pine would remain and begin to decline overtime due to being 

overstocked. As loblolly pine begins to die out it would be replaced with pine seedlings. The 

gullies planted in pine for erosion control will continue to provide erosion control. Open lands 

near existing loblolly stands will continue to have loblolly pine seedling growing in them due to 

the high-volume seeding capabilities of loblolly.  
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APPENDIX 9  

MAPS 

 

 

Map 1: Fox Hollow Pine Stands, Former Old Field-Previously Disturbed Areas, and Current 

Managed Open Lands 

Map 2: Fox Hollow Pine Stands with Land Capability Classes 3e and 7s and Current Managed 

Open Lands 

Map 3: Fox Hollow Wildlife Resources Assessment of Current Habitat Conditions 

Map 4: Fox Hollow EA 20% Slope 

Map 5: Fox Hollow EA 35% Slope 

Map 6: Fox Hollow EA Dispersed Campsites 
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